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Blue Book and the Citadel Training Model Refresher for 1C (BB/CTM 1-2) (on line) 
 
Training Objective 
 

Task: Understand the cadet regulations and the Citadel Training Model 
Condition: Given the Blue Book and the Citadel Training Manual 
Standard:  Score at least 80% on a thirty question objective test 

 
Instructions:  
 

1. Read the “Blue Book” available at http://www.citadel.edu/root/cadet-regulations and 
“The Citadel Training Manual” available at http://www.citadel.edu/root/commandant-
ltp/training-resources 

2. Take the test 
• Select the choice that best answers the question 
• You may refer to the manuals during the test.  Do not consult any other resource 

or person to take the test 
• Report to your 1SG that you have completed the LTP. Print out your completion 

sheet and turn it in to your TAC. 
 

 
Test: 
 

1. Sexual harassment can include 
a. unwelcome sexual advances 
b. requests for sexual favors 
c. verbal, nonverbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature 
d. all of the above 

 
2. In order to be a senior mentor, the cadet must  

a. be an academic 1A or 1B 
b. pass the CPFT 
c. have a GPA of no less than 2.0 
d. all of the above 

 
3. Academic firstclass cadets may have a TV set of ______ inches or less. 

a. 32 
b. 40 
c. 60 
d. 24 

 
4. The following are contraband items: 

a. alcoholic beverages (including empty alcohol containers) 
b. pets and folding chairs 
c. enamel black heel and sole dressing 
d. all of the above 
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5. Rooms are subject to MRI 

a. Only when an MRI inspection is announced at morning formation 
b. Monday through Friday from 0800 to 1100 
c. Only Monday through Friday from 0800 to 1000 
d. Only Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 0800 to 1100 

 
6. Inspections 

a. enable cadet officers and seniors officers to determine conditions within the corps 
b. help the Corps achieve the standards it is required to maintain 
c. both a and b 
d. neither a nor b 

 
7. All cadet rooms will be locked 

a. when unoccupied 
b. between “lights out” and reveille the next morning 
c. at the room orderly’s discretion 
d. both a and b 

 
8. Cadets on guard  

a. are excused from MRI. 
b. will keep their rooms in MRI order. 

 
9. XMD cadets will 

a. meet all company formations 
b. be excused from all company formations 
c. wear the PT uniform  
d. turn in their rifles to the Arms Room with 24 hours 

 
10. With the approval of the company or battalion TAC, a unit commander can require 

additional inspections of no more than ______ hours be completed before authorizing 
general leave if she determines a cadet’s preparation for a designated inspection is 
inadequate. 

a. two 
b. three 
c. one and a half 
d. none of the above 

 
11. Upperclass male hair will  

a. be no longer than 2 inches in length 
b. be tapered in back 
c. terminate above the dress blouse collar in back 
d. all of the above 

 
12. Senior mentors can meet with their mentee freshmen between 2230 and 2250 each 

evening. 
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a. True 
b. False 

 
13. Athletic clothes are prohibited in the Canteen and Mark Clark Hall 

a. True 
b. False 

 
14. Mess carvers are responsible for the table manners and general decorum of each cadet 

assigned to their mess. 
a. True 
b. False 

 
15. “Branding” 

a. is allowed for upperclass cadets but not knobs 
b. is allowed if the recipient requests it 
c. will be treated as hazing 
d. is allowed only on Ring Night 

 
16. At the muster formation upon return from Thanksgiving, Winter, Spring, and Summer 

Furlough, all cadets are 
a. given 24 hours to conform to uniform and grooming standards 
b. given a warning to conform to uniform and grooming standards 
c. expected to be in the designated uniform and conform to established grooming 

standards  
d. both a and b 

 
17. The maximum number of demerits a firstclass cadet can accumulate without further 

penalty is 
a. determined by the company TAC 
b. determined by the company commander and the company tac 
c. 80 per semester and 160 per year 
d. 150 per semester and 200 per year 

 
18. Seniors will be granted general leave immediately after the Ring Ceremony until 

a. the beginning of ESP 
b. 2300 
c. 0100 
d. breakfast formation the next day 

 
19. The Citadel Training Manual provides 

a. a proscriptive checklist for conduct as a leader 
b. some practical guidelines on how to behave as a leader, supervisor, or trainer in 

order to maximize a mutually respectful relationship with our subordinates 
c. information that is only applicable for cadre and fourthclassmen 
d. none of the above 
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20. The trainee-trainer relationship depends on 
a. power 
b. force and fear 
c. trust 
d. disciplinary measures 

 
21. What are the five steps of CTM? 

a. Expertise, Seniority, Facilities, Can-do attitude, Graduation 
b. Expectations, Skills, Feedback, Consequences, Growth 
c. Examine, Score, Frame, Create, Groom 
d. Early intervention, Standard evaluation, Fast results, Common core, Greater 

responsibilities 
 

22. Setting expectations includes 
a. stating obligations of the subordinate 
b. providing an overview of what is going to happen 
c. setting a positive atmosphere 
d. all of the above 

 
23. Building basic skills includes 

a. equipping the subordinate with the necessary skills to succeed at the required task 
b. a laissez-faire approach 
c. negativity 
d. all of the above  

 
24.  Giving feedback includes   

a. Applying “INPUT+” which stands for Immediate results; No excuses; Proper 
Uniform; Understandable; Talk about the person; Plus documentation 

b. Applying “INPUT+” which stands for Immediate Feedback; No Name-Calling, 
Sarcasm, or Profanity; Proper Person; Uniquely specific; Talk about the behavior; 
End on a positive note 

c. Applying “INPUT+” which stands for Intensity; No-nonsense; Push-ups; 
Urgency; Tac involvement; Plus safety 

d. None of the above 
 

 

25.  PRIDE, what CTM describes as the “rules of consequences,” stands for 
a. Positive, Right, Intense, Dutiful, and Extra 
b. Positive, Relevant, Immediate, Directed at the person, and Emotional 
c. Progressive, Relevant, Immediate, Directed at behavior, Even handed 
d. Plentiful, Relative, Iterative, Directed at behavior, Even handed 

 

26.  Effective punishment needs to be combined with 
a. instruction, training, or rehearsal of the desired behavior 
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b. subsequent punishment 
c. previous punishment 
d. both b and c 

 

27.  Feedback is best given 
a. only according to a fixed schedule so subordinates can prepare for it 
b. routinely and constructively 
c. once a semester 
d. only for corrective purposes 

 
28.  Following through with consequences includes 

a. only rewards 
b. only punishment and correction 
c. providing rewards as well as punishment/corrective consequences as appropriate  
d. a class set 

 
29.  Working for growth includes 

a. creating an environment where we can leave subordinates “unattended”—and the 
job still gets done the right way 

b. creating an environment that limits initiative 
c. creating an environment that promotes toxicity 
d. creating an environment where we can leave subordinates “unchallenged”—and 

they cease work 
 

30. Embracing the concepts in the CTM guides us on a path to being a 
a. practical leader 
b. principled leader 
c. pragmatic leader 
d. passive leader 

 
 


